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Abstract: This paper describes the research aimed at developing an effective quality assessment
method for potato tubers using neural image analysis techniques. Nowadays, the methods used to
identify damage and diseases are time-consuming, require specialized knowledge, and often rely on
subjective judgment. This study showed the use of the developed neural model as a tool supporting
the evaluation of potato tubers during the sorting process in the storage room.
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1. Introduction

Potato (lac. Solanum tuberosum L.) is one of the main crop plants in Poland, as well as in other
countries. Although the potato is no longer the basis of the European diet, it is a very important part of
it. Poland is one of the leading potato producers not only in Europe but also in the world—7th place
with 2.5% share; resulting in a harvested 10 million tons (390 million tons of potatoes are harvested
worldwide) [1]. Potato production represents a significant share of farm income. Consequently, the
development of modern production and storage technologies is extremely important. Limiting both
quantitative and qualitative losses is crucial to the profitability of potato production [2]. The basis for the
high quality product intended for consumption is the use of the high quality potato seeds. Tubers that
are free of disease and mechanical damage are essential in the professional cultivation of potatoes [3].
In Poland, the storage period of tubers for planting is about seven months. During this period it is
important to provide suitable storage conditions such as the right temperature, ranging from 3 to 5 ◦C
and humidity of 90%–95%. However, even optimal conditions will not prevent loss during storage.
Water loss has an influence on both quantity and quality. There is also a loss caused by pathogens
during the storage period. The most common are Phytophtora infestans; potato plague; Fusarium ssp.,
which causes dry rot (responsible for high losses in Chinese potato production); Helminthosporium
solani causing silver scurf; Pseudomonas ssp. causing wet rot; Clavibacter michiganensis septonicus causing
ring bacilli; and other infections. The infected tubers are characterized by discoloration, from brown to
leaden, ranging from a few millimeters to the whole in case of severe infestation of pink mycelium
and mucosal bacteria. Such symptoms also indicate the presence of Phytophtora infestans bacteria.
The pathogenic fungicide is mainly used during the vegetative season by fungicide applications up
to 10 times or more [4,5]. In the storage season, various physical methods such as magnetic fields or
microwaves [6] and negative selection, which involves the removal of diseased or damaged tubers,
are used. The identification of damaged and infested tubers and their elimination prior to planting
is crucial to reduce further losses in the growing season, whereas the selection of tubers before the
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storage period influences their quality and reduces storage losses [7]. The origin of all kinds of
mechanical damage, greening, bruises, and peel cracking caused by improper farming or unfavorable
soil and climatic conditions, and damage caused by pathogens increases not only storage costs, but
also disqualifies the tubers from the point of view of their suitability for consumption. Identification
of bruises and damage is often difficult due to soil debris contamination that remains after harvest.
However, it cannot be removed excessively while preparing the tubers for storage due to the possibility
of mechanical damage resulting in storage and consumption losses. High quality requirements for
producers make it necessary to select the product at the time of its harvest, preparation for packaging,
and storage. Therefore, non-invasive methods for identifying lesions are investigated [8].

More and more often, particular stages of agricultural production are supported by modern
technologies (such as computer image analysis and signal analysis) or are replaced by fully- automated
product evaluation systems [9,10]. This is due to the pursuit of a high level and repeatability of
the assessment. For example, if the image contains large amounts of data, the key is to choose the
right features and parameters, that will allow accurate description of the examined object. Analytical
systems are designed to mimic the behavior of human experts [11,12]. The basic task of image analysis
is to determine which information is necessary for the problem under investigation. This is related to a
significant reduction in the amount of information. From a few hundred thousand (or a few million)
bytes representing typical conditions, the digital image leaves only a few dozen or several hundred
bytes, containing information about the values extracted during the analysis of the parameters of the
objects constituting the image [13,14].

One of the most common issues encountered in the literature concerning agricultural production
using artificial neural networks (ANNs) are classification and prediction problems. Examples of the
use of this type of modern method are research on the application of modern methods as an alternative
or support for processes encountered in agriculture [15], both in classification and prediction issues.

One such approach to applying image analysis was presented in research of developing a method
for detecting pathogens and potato plant traits, where an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) was used
as the image acquisition instrument to obtain aerial photos of a plantation. These observations were
verified by tests carried out in the laboratory. The developed models were able to correctly recognize
approximately 70% of cases [16].

Recently, there has been a considerable interest in researching potato issues, in terms of tuber
evaluation and classification, and identification of lesions, diseases, and contaminants. Examples of
this include studies related to the detection of the tuber placement and the presence of contamination
on the sorting line, as well as the placement of tubers during the packaging process. For this purpose,
the authors have used edge detection algorithms based on digital image data [17]. The developed
algorithm achieved 90%–100% efficiency in successful edge recognition. The possibility of using this
type of method at the harvest stage, in the combine, and during the pre-cleaning process was shown.

The issue of automation of potato tuber evaluation was based on an analysis of their surface
images presented by Tian and Zhao [18]. The authors analysed issues related to the types of damage
and the selection of effective methods for their identification. The benefits of using computer image
analysis to automatically detect damage and measurements of tubers were also reported by Razmjooy’s
research team. They presented an approach to using image information at the product sorting stage.
The developed system was characterized by high accuracy and rate (depending on speed), which
translated into the efficiency of the entire sorting module [19].

A similar utilitarian aspect was presented by Przybył, along with his team in the study of the
classification of potato tubers [20]. The identification process was carried out on a sorting line, using
image analysis techniques in combination with a neural classifier. The studies demonstrated the
superiority of the developed technique over the previously-used methods of recognizing potato species,
with the ANN model achieving accuracy of approximately 99% correct classifications.

An early detection of insect infestation or fungal diseases is crucial to prevent yield mass and quality
losses. Therefore, methods based on different spectra of light wavelengths, based on hyperspectral or
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x-ray imaging were developed. Those techniques allow for a non-invasive inside view and provide
additional information on the analyzed object. During the research it was proved that these methods
are suitable for accurate detection in all tested classification models [21,22].

Literature studies on this subject indicate that the image is validated as a source of data in modern
methods to support agricultural production. An interesting approach was presented by Rutolo’s work,
where gas sensors [23,24] were used to detect decay processes in stored products. Predictive models
have been shown to be effective in early detection of fungal diseases in stored products.

The aim of this study was to investigate the application of modern image analysis techniques
and neural modeling methods in the qualitative assessment process of stored potato tubers, based on
information encoded in the form of digital images. For this purpose, identification and extraction of
descriptors describing the objects presented in the photographs were made.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The research material consisted of potatoes of the Gala variety, obtained from a farm located in
Dabrowa Biskupia (Poland, Kujawsko-Pomorskie province, Inowrocław district). Potatoes were grown
on medium and light soils (classes IIIa, IIIb, IVa, IVb, and V, in a six-class system (plus subclasses)
where class I represents the best arable soils and class VI the weakest arable soils) with a traditional
system (tillage with moldboard for soil inversion), in rows of 75 cm in width and 20 to 23 cm in height.
The one-stage harvest was carried out in the second half of October with a single-row harvester with
roller separators equipped with a tank. The unloading stage was carried out using a receiving hopper
with a roller separator, spiral rollers, and polyurethane rollers. During picking and loading of the
crates, the tubers were inspected and selected manually. Parameters and storage conditions were
as follows:

• Box pallets (120 × 160 × 125 cm), about 1200 kg) of the Dutch type;
• Storage height up to 5 m;
• Storage compartment with a chimney ventilation system;
• Humidity 88%–97%;
• Temperature 5.5–6.5 ◦C.

For the purpose of the study, several batches were selected randomly from the storage.

2.2. Methods

Digital photo of potatoes was taken on a portable test stand, which was created for this research.
This acquisition included a uniform, white 50 cm by 50 cm background plate on which the subject was
placed. The light sources were a SMD LED light bar split in half. The camera was centrally mounted
50 cm above the plate on a beam and located next to the light source so that the exposure was vertically
photographed from above (Figure 1). A Samsung WB30F camera (equipped with a 16 Mpix CCD
matrix) was used. The selected camera was slightly modified (the trigger has been extracted and placed
outside the camera housing using an extension cable) to facilitate photo acquisition. The photographs
were taken with the sensitivity set to ISO 100, without the white balance adjustment and without the
built-in flash lamp. The autofocus was used in the course of taking photographs of the potatoes. After
the test shots, it turned out that it was not necessary to use a shadow-free tent, so the main series
of tests was performed without using any light diverging device. Furthermore, that station design
was deliberately chosen to imitate conditions when this part of evaluation will be done with a mobile
device (e.g., a smartphone with a built-in camera, with typically a SMD LED diode as a light source).
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preselected and the damaged and defective images were repeated. 

The image processing stage started with the source images subjected to a filtration process to 
reduce noise and improve the quality and enhance the characteristics of the objects. For this purpose, 
a series of filters (mainly for normalization, noise reduction, and contrast control) from ImageMagick 
software pack were used. This enabled the use of batch processing mode. The next step was to 
transform the image from raster to vector graphics. The vectorization process was performed using 
Peter Selinger's Potrace algorithm, which uses information about the brightness of the individual 
pixels of the image and algorithms of color quantization and edge detection. This made it possible to 
obtain information about the geometry of the tested objects, including diameter, area, and 
circumference. This has also resulted in flat object masks that were used at a later stage in the 
automatic segmentation process to exclude the background and object extraction. All captured image 
parameters contain information only about the object, ignoring the background. 

The whole process, starting from the source image, through the segmentation stage, the mask 
creation, and the background removal, to the final image with applied graphical filters is shown on 
Figure 2. This process was accomplished using a dedicated IT tool created for image analysis 
applications. 
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In the neural network type analysis, representative variables extracted from digital images were 
selected on the basis of literature studies, analysis of the problem domain, and experience gained in 

Figure 1. Image-acquisition station scheme (source: own materials).

Using the method described above, a series of 240 digital photos of potato tubers was taken.
For each of the four specified classes (corresponding to the state of objects), 60 items were selected,
which finally gave a total number of 240 cases in the prepared set. The selected tubers were assessed
and evaluated before they were photographed. The condition of the objects was determined by a team
of experts. The defined classes are described further in the article. The acquired digital images were
preselected and the damaged and defective images were repeated.

The image processing stage started with the source images subjected to a filtration process to
reduce noise and improve the quality and enhance the characteristics of the objects. For this purpose, a
series of filters (mainly for normalization, noise reduction, and contrast control) from ImageMagick
software pack were used. This enabled the use of batch processing mode. The next step was to
transform the image from raster to vector graphics. The vectorization process was performed using
Peter Selinger’s Potrace algorithm, which uses information about the brightness of the individual pixels
of the image and algorithms of color quantization and edge detection. This made it possible to obtain
information about the geometry of the tested objects, including diameter, area, and circumference.
This has also resulted in flat object masks that were used at a later stage in the automatic segmentation
process to exclude the background and object extraction. All captured image parameters contain
information only about the object, ignoring the background.

The whole process, starting from the source image, through the segmentation stage, the
mask creation, and the background removal, to the final image with applied graphical filters is
shown on Figure 2. This process was accomplished using a dedicated IT tool created for image
analysis applications.
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In the neural network type analysis, representative variables extracted from digital images were
selected on the basis of literature studies, analysis of the problem domain, and experience gained in
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the previous work on classification problems using image analysis. Variables, due to their specificity,
were divided into groups including: object geometry parameters, texture analysis parameters, and
object color statistics.

The first group of features included quantitative indicators characterizing the geometry of potato
tubers. These features were obtained by making measurements directly on the image using a scaled
diagram. The shape factors for the object were also determined.

The basic, selected geometrical parameters of the analyzed object were as follows:

• Diameter 1 (the largest diameter of the object vertically);
• Diameter 2 (largest object diameter horizontally);
• Surface area (sum of pixels in the highlighted object);
• Circumference (the number of pixels at the edge of the object).

The above variables are expressed as pixels and converted to cm2 according to an algorithm based
on a scaled model.

A further description of the geometry of the object was possible by applying shape coefficients.
The following coefficients were used:

• Dimensionless shape coefficient, where L is the circuit and S is the area

Rs =
L2

4π·S
(1)

• Feret coefficient, where: Lh represents the maximum horizontal length and Lv represents the
maximum vertical length

RF =
Lh
Lv

(2)

• Regularity coefficient

RG =
S

Lh·Lv
(3)

• Circulation coefficient 1

Rc1 = 2·

√
S
π

(4)

• Circulation coefficient 2

RC2 =
L
π

(5)

• Malinowska coefficient

RM =
L

2·
√
π·S
− 1 (6)

Selected shape coefficients are fast calculating and should be sensitive to variations in the shape
of the figure, but they should remain invariant to change the way the figure is presented.

The second group of features contained parameters derived from the use of texture
analysis methods, based on the gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM). The following features
were distinguished:

• Contrast (local variations in the gray-level co-occurrence matrix);
• Correlation (joint probability occurrence of the specified pixel pairs);
• Energy (sum of squared elements in the GLCM);
• Homogeneity (closeness of the distribution of elements in the GLCM to the GLCM diagonal).
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The third group of features constituted the statistical values characterizing the color of the
examined objects:

• Saturation mean;
• Saturation median;
• Saturation standard deviation;
• Saturation mean without black color;
• Saturation median without black color;
• Saturation standard deviation without black color;
• Luminance mean;
• Luminance median;
• Luminance standard deviation;
• Luminance mean without black color;
• Luminance median without black color;
• Luminance standard deviation without black color;
• Red channel mean;
• Red channel median;
• Red channel standard deviation;
• Red channel mean without black color;
• Red channel median without black color;
• Red channel standard deviation without black color;
• Green channel mean;
• Green channel median;
• Green channel standard deviation;
• Green channel mean without black color;
• Green channel median without black color;
• Green channel standard deviation without black color;
• Blue channel mean;
• Blue channel median;
• Blue channel standard deviation;
• Blue channel mean without black color;
• Blue channel median without black color;
• Blue channel standard deviation without black color.

The feature generation process shown above was based on the transformation of graphical data,
encoded as an image, into a form dedicated to the ANN. For this purpose, a set of scripts was developed
and used in the MATLAB computing environment. The prepared scripts were characterized by the
fact that they ignored background information (encoded as null) in the calculations, analyzing only
the parameters of the object. The data obtained in this way constituted a set of input variables in the
prepared training set for the ANN simulator.

The set of output variables was prepared for all analyzed images and then added to the training
set. The following object states were specified:

• Tuber without any visible damage;
• Tuber with visible mechanical damage;
• Green tuber (too high concentration of solanine);
• Rotten tuber / tuber infected with fungal disease.

Neural models were generated using the ANN module in the Statistica computing environment.
At the pre-testing stage, the Automatic Network Designer module was used to enable the creation of
simplified neural models. In turn, detailed analysis used the Network Designer module.
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The Automatic Network Designer is a heuristic algorithm that experimentally determines the
optimum network structure for the current training set. The user cannot interfere with the network
structure, except for determining its boundary conditions and general network parameters. Generation
of models takes place automatically. In turn, the User Network Designer gives the user complete
control over the neural network modeling process. In addition to the ANN, the user can define
individual inputs, layers and number of neurons in the layers, the network training method, and the
optimum model selection criteria.

Preliminary analysis on the prepared training set was carried out on all available variables.
As expected, due to the fact that the ratio of the number of variables to the number of training cases
was less than 1:10, the generated neural models (known as the memorized learning patterns case) did
not function properly, although one could observe a tendency toward the usefulness of individual
variables. Preliminary analysis also showed that most information about the studied phenomena
related to variables describing the color. Hence, the decision to make the neural model step was
performed by analyzing selected and grouped sets of variables. These sets were identical to the types
of variables (geometric, texture, and tuber color statistics).

3. Results and Discussion

Using the methodology presented, sets of neural models for the constructed training sets were
generated. For potato images (without the selection of a tuber fragment), three analyses were carried
out for the obtained training sets containing, in turn, information about the geometry of the object, the
texture of the surface, and the color statistics of the object’s pixels.

The set containing variables with information about the geometry of the object enabled the
generation of a neural model that managed to distinguish between undamaged tubers and mechanical
damage. Based on the geometry of the object, it was impossible to detect other lesions and diseases.
These cases were incorrectly classified by the generated model. The overall quality of the model based
on this data set was 41% of the correct classification.

On the other hand, the set based on surface texture information proved to be the least useful in
the discussed process. Based on the information encoded in the calculated variables, the cases were
classified incorrectly which was reflected in the quality of the tested models, which did not exceed 30%
of the correct classification.

The best results were observed when testing a neural network model based on data containing
statistical information about the color of individual pixels covering the examined object. The generated
model correctly classified each of the defined output states with an error level of 15%.

The test quality of the best generated MLP (multilayer perceptron) network model for this variant
was 85%. The number of input variables from the initial 30 (set with color statistics) was reduced
to eight parameters, later marked as “rivs#” (which stands for reduced input variable set with the
following number):

• Red channel standard deviation (rivs1);
• Red channel standard deviation without black color (rivs2);
• Green channel median (rivs3);
• Green channel standard deviation (rivs4);
• Green channel median without black color (rivs5);
• Green channel standard deviation without black color (rivs6);
• Blue channel standard deviation (rivs7);
• Blue channel standard deviation without black color (rivs8).

The reduction in the number of input variables was possible due to the sensitivity analysis
performed on the generated optimal neural model. The sensitivity analysis consisted of showing the
utility of the individual input variables. It indicated variables that, without loss of network quality,
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could be ignored and key variables that must never be ignored. This analysis highlighted the most
important features affecting the correctness of classification. They are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Artificial neural network (ANN) model responses to input values.

rivs1 rivs2 rivs3 rivs4 rivs5 rivs6 rivs7 rivs8

rank 2 4 7 1 8 3 5 6
quotient 1771 1687 10175 1771 1008 1759 1615 1532

rivs#”—reduced input variable set with the following number.

These variables refer directly to the RGB (red–green–blue) color model. In subsequent analyses,
only these eight input variables were used. This network was trained by backward error propagation
(BP) and conjugate gradient (CG) algorithms.

The improvement in the quality of classification was achieved by further modifying and retesting
the ANN model. This stage was mainly based on changing the structure (number of neurons) of
the hidden layer and controlling the model’s performance based on the error rates. This resulted
in improvement of the classification of the previously generated model to 92%. The classification
statistics for the test file are shown in Table 2. Results show that the ANN model had the most problem
with distinguishing the first two states (tubers without damage and tubers with mechanical damage).
This is due to the great similarity in the object’s appearance in these states). Other states stood out
significantly more from each other. The generated MLP model assigned all cases; there was not one
that would not belong to any of the other classes than the four specified earlier.

Table 2. Classification statistics for the generated ANN model.

Tuber Without
Visible Damage

Tuber With Visible
Mechanical Damage Green Tuber Rotten Tuber

Total 60 60 60 60
Correct 54 51 58 57
Wrong 6 9 2 3

Unknown 0 0 0 0

The final network model (Figure 3) is the multilayer perceptron MLP with 8–13–4 layer structure
(input layer with 8 neurons, hidden layer with 13 neurons, and output layer with 4 neurons).
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The training process of the optimal generated ANN model utilized BP50 and CG155 algorithms.
The quality of a neural classifier is usually defined by the percentage of its proper classifications.
A comparison was made using all available input variables, however, the simulator again pointed to
the eight variables described in Table 1 as the most relevant for the issue in question.

The results obtained corresponded to the previous research that were carried out at the Institute
of Biosystems Engineering [25] and other results presented by research teams, for example by
Manickavasagan’s team, where a color-based system achieved classification accuracy within the 80%
to 90% range [26]. Important features, once again, were related to the color information. Interestingly,
from the point of view of the problem, the information associated with the texture of the analyzed
objects was insignificant. In all cases, results achieved by models based on data describing the geometric
characteristics could be correlated with similarity of shape. These parameters generally are more
suitable for objects with more complex shapes. This may also be related to the lighting used. Research
that includes the use of, e.g., ultraviolet light (to emphasize the characteristics of the objects) often
produces good results—for example with 1.56% classification error level [27]. In turn, one of the
drawbacks of that approach is high complexity in the design of the test stand. By using variables that
contain color information statistics, the neural network model and the entire data gathering procedure
have been significantly simplified, which is very important when attempting to transfer the method to a
mobile device. The use of computer image analysis methods is also advisable during the measurement
of geometric features of objects, due to the high efficiency and accuracy of such a solution.

For potato damage classification there are confirmed results with 97% level accuracy, where the
optimal ANN model is very complex and the data acquisition process was carried out in the laboratory
condition [28].

The proposed method can present significant help in the storage period and it can be a helpful
tool to prevent significant losses in stored yield. A quick problem recognition is crucial in in such cases.
The generated ANN model, which is characterized by repeatability and objectivity of evaluation in the
identification process can, for example, be adapted as an application in mobile devices.

4. Conclusions

The conducted research allowed us to formulate the following conclusions:

1. The proposed set of representative features, based on the selected statistical parameters of the
RGB color model of potato tubers images, proved to be adequate in the process of identifying
and classifying selected lesions.

2. Among the generated neural models, the best-performing classification system with the highest
test quality was a three-layer perceptron with an 8–13–4 layer structure.

3. The proposed and tested method allowed for a fast and non-invasive assessment of potato tubers,
with high accuracy (up to 92%).

4. The research showed the utilitarian aspect of the developed model, supporting the decision-making
process in the process of storing and sorting potato tubers, that can be further implemented in
mobile devices.
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